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1 INTRODUCTION

Virtual reality technologies are constantly evolving to render more and more realistic immersive environments. Realistic environments, such as cities or public buildings, need virtual populations to resemble real ones. Crowd simulators are available to animate populations in virtual environments. Among existing techniques, microscopic approaches provide the highest level of realism for virtual environment applications. They simulate each agent as well as the interactions they have together or with the user. However, solutions generally consider interactions between individual agents only, whereas it has been shown that pedestrian are more often walking in small groups than alone [1]. One reason for the absence of groups in simulators is that local interactions involving groups are not fully understood, and thus, not captured by numerical models of local interactions.

While there are many studies on how people navigate together as a group, we are missing information on how individuals interact with these groups. In this context, the main objective of this paper is to study interactions between individual and groups in order to create new simulation algorithms that correctly handle such situations. Not only Virtual Reality benefits from the improvements of crowd simulators to populate immersive virtual environments, but it plays a great role in our study. Indeed, we use a Virtual Reality platform to study individual locomotion behaviors during interactions with groups.

More specifically, we focus on the situation of collision avoidance: how do individuals avoid collision with groups of people? Our objective is to understand under which conditions individuals may traverse groups or decide to circumvent them as a whole. We first approach this question under the perspective of the Principle of Minimum Energy. The Principle of Minimum Energy (PME) already used to simulate global collision avoidance maneuvers whereas it is a small detour to go around. However, several questions remain: according to PME, what are the energetic thresholds which give preference to one decision? Is the energetic difference always significant? Do real humans actually follow the rules dictated by the PME?

This paper addresses these issues and proposes three contributions:

1. We study interactions between individual walkers and groups from a theoretical point of view by applying the PME. We study groups of changing size and density, we compare go around and
go through solution paths. Three kinds of situations are drawn. In the group size-density space, we delimit two regions for which go around paths are significantly different on the energetic level from go through paths. In between, go around and go through paths represent the same amount of energy consumption. We call them inconclusive situations.

2. We use VR to study how real humans behave when avoiding virtual groups of changing size and density. We corroborate our theoretical study: humans behave as predicted by the PME. In addition, we take interest in results obtained for inconclusive situations. We demonstrate that decision changing, between going around and going through, is made according to some individual threshold, and that this threshold can be influenced by secondary factors such as the appearance of the group, or relative direction of motion.

3. We build on the results of both our theoretical and experimental studies. We propose an algorithm to imitate humans in their decision to go around or through a group of people, with few intuitive parameters.

Altogether, these contributions enable us to design the first model of local interactions in crowds (between individual and groups) fully validated through a VR-based study. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 presents our study on effort as a main factor to decide on a strategy to avoid a group of people. Section 4 presents a behavioral study conducted in Virtual Reality to confirm our results, and to complete our results with the considering of secondary factors. Finally, Section 5 draws guidelines to integrate our results into crowd simulators, and demonstrates some results based on RVO2, before ending with the conclusion.

2 RELATED WORK

Virtual Reality has a wide range of applications ranging from games [37, 18] to the study of human behaviors [4, 9, 31, 20, 22] or even as a tool to provide health care services [14, 17]. The purpose of such applications may require immersing users in large environments. The quality of immersion, such as presence [33, 28], is improved when virtual characters are found wherever expected. Large environments require crowds of them. It is thus important to have virtual crowds of characters that act as close as possible as real people to keep a high sense of presence [21, 8].

Crowd simulators offer solutions to populate virtual environments. Microscopic models are the most adequate for this purpose, various approaches are to be found in the literature: rule-based [26], cellular automata [27], social forces [13] and velocity based [3]. All these approaches simulate individual agents. In the real world, groups (families, couples, friends,...) are often more frequent than isolated individuals [1].

Many studies have been performed to integrate groups in simulations to enhance realism of the simulated crowd [24, 16, 7]. Focus is typically given to group formations, leaving the question of the interaction (e.g., collision avoidance) between individuals and groups unanswered. One reason is that there is a little knowledge about such interactions. Analysis is required to extend these approaches, but capturing and observing corresponding behaviors is difficult. Our paper considers Virtual Reality as a powerful mean to lead study on individual behaviors in crowds, to extend knowledge on interactions with groups and to extend simulation algorithms accordingly.

We focus on the individual decision to go around or to go through a group. Our approach is a 2-stage one. In a first stage, we apply the Principle of Minimum Energy as a main criterion in such decision taking. It has been shown that humans often follow the least effort principle for a multitudes of different behaviors [36]. PME has already been applied on avoidance behaviors in [11]. There are major differences in the way our paper considers PME in avoidance situations. Guy et al. use PME to find the best local adaptation amongst a set of valid ones. Only collision avoidance between individual agents is considered. In contrast, our paper considers interactions between individual and groups, we use PME to compare avoidance strategies. The energetic consumption is evaluated for global solution paths.

Real observations are required to perform crowd simulator calibration and assessment [34, 15]. Data can be recorded in a real environment (ecological dataset). For example, metrics defining group formations have been extracted from such observations [6, 23]. However, the exact conditions of interactions between people are often unknown in such datasets (e.g., motivations, constraints or relations between people). In complement, laboratory datasets are useful to complete such studies with more control over the studied situation and more accurate kinematics data. They are useful to understand human motion control mechanisms [19, 25] or to evaluate existing models [30]. However, such data are expensive to acquire and complex situations remain hardly controllable and repeatable. This is especially true for crowd motion studies which require many participants. To this end, VR-based experimental platforms offer a convenient control over experimental factors and parameters. Part of real subjects can be replaced by virtual ones. We can expose a population to precise stimuli allowing us to analyze very specific behaviors. Logically, VR was previously used to perform studies on motion control or interactions with virtual humans [10, 9]. Our paper uses virtual characters that act as close as possible as real people to keep a high sense of presence [21, 8].

Virtual characters are found wherever expected. Large environments offer solutions to populate virtual environments. Microscopic models are the most adequate for this purpose, various approaches are to be found in the literature: rule-based [26], cellular automata [27], social forces [13] and velocity based [3]. All these approaches simulate individual agents. In the real world, groups (families, couples, friends,...) are often more frequent than isolated individuals [1].

3 PRINCIPLE OF MINIMUM ENERGY: A SIMULATION STUDY

An individual walker has two solutions to avoid a group he crosses during his travel: either he goes through it or around it. Going around a group results into a longer travel path whereas going through asks the walker to perform local adaptations maneuvers, i.e., successive changes of speed and orientation. Both strategies raise additional energetic cost along the travel path. How significant are those differences? Do these differences explain human behavior? This section answers the first question.

Group size and density change the length of the path going around the group, as well as the number of local interactions when going through the group. They are both fundamental factors of our study. To evaluate and compare the energy cost of avoidance strategies, we need to have examples of the two kinds of avoidance paths, going around or going through ones, performed under various conditions of group size and density. To face the obvious difficulty to obtain empirical data, we use simulation tools to synthesize data.

Our approach is the following. In simulations, we set situations of interactions between individuals and groups. For each situation, we first simulate the agent going through the group, and then we force him to go around. We record the two kinds of resulting trajectories, evaluate their energetic cost and compare them. Method and Results are detailed below.

3.1 Method

Simulations are based on the RVO2 algorithm [3]. RVO2 considers interaction between individual agents only. Interactions between individuals and groups will naturally result into a going-through strategy. To compare with the going around strategy, we extended RVO2 to force going-around behaviors as suggested in [35]: the group is simulated as a single ‘big’ agent with a large radius. The initial setup situation is illustrated in figure 2. All agents comfort speed was set to 1.33m.s⁻¹. The shape of the group was defined as a circle. The positions of agents inside the group are computed randomly according to a Poisson distribution. We considered the following factors values to simulate interactions between the individual agent and the group:

- Group size: the group circle radius varied from 1m to 11m with a 0.5m step (21 different values).
- Group density: Density is expressed as the mean distance between agents. Interpersonal distance between agents varied from 0.75m to 3.75m with a 0.05m step (61 different values).
Fig. 3. Energetic cost of paths performed to avoid a group for collinear (Top) and orthogonal (Bottom) relative movements. Graphs on the left and right show respectively the average energy consumed by going around trajectories (Left) or going through trajectories (Right) according to group sizes and group interpersonal distances. Graphs on the middle show the results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests which compare the energetic costs for both decisions. Significant differences between both decisions are illustrated in red when going around the group is less costly than going through it, in blue when going around the group is more costly than going through it. When there is no significant difference, the result of the comparison is shown in yellow.

• Group relative movement: the individual agent and the group had orthogonal or collinear trajectories (initial distance to the crossing point was 40m in both cases).

We studied all the possible combinations of factors values, i.e., 2562 situations. When interpersonal distance is superior to the group size, groups consist of 1 member only. These irrelevant situations were removed from our study (212 removals). For each situation, there can be variations in the energetic cost of avoidance paths depending on the placement of the agents in the group, especially when going through given the exact interactions occurring there. We averaged this cost by calculating the 50 different distributions for agents’ positions in group and by simulating one go-around path and one go-through path for each of the 50 distributions.

In the end, our simulations resulted into two sets of 117500 paths each (going around vs. going through sets, made of 50 paths for 2350 situations each). The energetic cost evaluation was performed for each path based on the equation proposed by [32]:

\[ E = m \int (e_s + e_w |v|^2) dt \]

where \( m \) is the mass of a person, \( v \) the instantaneous speed and \( e_s \) and \( e_w \) are constants. The energy is computed only to be compared with each other to find the trajectory that minimize the energy consumption, the mass has no influence on such computation and has been set to \( m = 1kg \). The two constants have been set to \( e_s = 2.23J/Kg^{-1}.s^{-1} \) and \( e_w = 1.26J/s.Kg^{-1}.m^{-2} \) which are values given by [32] to represent the average human.

We used the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to compare sets of going around and going through paths computed under identical conditions.

3.2 Results

Figure 3 shows the average energetic cost of simulated paths depending on group size and interpersonal distance. Left and right plots are respectively for go around and go through paths. Collinear (top) and orthogonal (bottom) relative movements are displayed separately. The figure also summarizes the statistical results (middle) from the comparison between the energy spent with go around or go through strategies.

The energy graphs highlight how energetic cost varies with respect to group size and interpersonal distance. The cost of going around increases with the group size. This was expected because larger groups result in longer avoidance paths. The cost of going through decreases with an increase of the group interpersonal distance. This was also expected as the decrease of distance result in denser groups and more numerous people to be locally avoided one after the other. Note that an increase of the group size also results into more local avoidances and in an increase of the path cost, but in smaller amounts.

The comparison test results between go through and go around paths is reported in figure 3. Three cases can be distinguished. The red area corresponds to when going around is significantly less costly than going through. Conversely, the blue area corresponds to when going through is significantly less costly than going around. Finally, the yellow zone corresponds to a transition zone from the red to the blue: there, no significant difference in energy between going through and around is found.

3.3 Discussion

Our results show that, considering the energetic cost of collision avoidance paths, the PME can suggest clear strategies: walkers have strong interest in going through large and sparse groups, and conversely, go-
In the next section, we propose a study with a twofold objective. Using VR, we observe interaction between real individuals and groups of people. We first check that users behave as predicted by the PME. We expect that users will choose their strategy to go through or around a group in accordance to PME results for situations picked in the red or the blue areas of figure 3. Second, we examine the role of secondary factors in inconclusive situations.

4 GROUPS AVOIDANCE: A VR-BASED USER STUDY

4.1 Objectives

In the previous section we showed that PME is a relevant decision criterion for individual to set avoidance strategies during avoidance with groups. However, several questions remain: do humans behave as dictated by the PME? How do they make a transition in the inconclusive situations (where PME cannot distinguish one best strategy)? Do some non-physical factors influence avoidance strategies?

An obvious way to answer these questions is to replicate some of the previously studied situations. It is not trivial to get a group of people to walk in a perfectly controlled way, or to accurately replicate similar situations for several subjects. For these reasons, we decided to conduct our study using an immersive virtual reality platform: individual subjects interact with groups of virtual agents. We picked several situations considered in the PME study, some where going around is the best strategy, some where going through is the best one, and finally some where PME cannot determine a best option. For the two first kinds of situations, we expect subjects to behave as predicted by our previous study. We inspect how there is a sudden or a smooth change in their strategy for the latter kind of situations. Beyond physical factors, we also consider the effect of a social factor. We consider the role of the visual appearance of the group on the avoidance decision. Two hypotheses are tested: humans try not to go between people that have a visually perceptible social link and they try to stay out of groups that have a repulsing aspect. Our baseline condition is groups with ordinary aspect: ordinary groups are made of virtual men and women with individual appearance each (cloth, hair, skin). To give groups a repulsing appearance, we composed them with virtual zombies (see fig.4). Finally, to visually exhibit social links in groups, we composed them with soldiers.

4.2 Materials and Methods

Fig. 5. Pictures of the experiment showing participants navigating with a joystick in a VR environment and avoiding virtual agents.

Participants 13 people (1 woman, 12 men) volunteered for this experiment. They were 28.4 (±7.5) years old (range: 23 to 52). They
were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They gave written and informed consent and the study conformed to the declaration of Helsinki.

Apparatus Experiments took place in the 4-screen Computer Assisted Virtual Environment (CAVE) as illustrated on figure 5, equipped with 13 projectors, 15MPixels resolution in total, 9m large, 3m high and 5m deep. 3D environment display and character animation were designed in the Unity game engine. Multi-surface rendering was performed by the MiddleVR plugin. Active stereoscopy was achieved with Volfony ActiveEyes Pro Radiofrequency wearable glasses. Glasses were tracked by an ART tracking system made up of 16 cameras. Participants were standing in the CAVE and were immersed in a first person perspective in a street-like virtual environment. They were given a joystick to control their virtual motion. The longitudinal axis of the joystick controls speed linearly from 0.8m.s\(^{-1}\) to 2.0m.s\(^{-1}\). The lateral axis controls the angular rotation speed linearly from \(-25\text{deg}.s^{-1}\) to 25\text{deg}.s\(^{-1}\). When the joystick is in rest position (nobody is touching it), the speed is 1.4m.s\(^{-1}\) and the angular rotation speed is 0\text{deg}.s\(^{-1}\).

Task Participants were asked to go to a visible target (a gate in the wall in front of them, see figure 4). They were asked to move like they would have done in real conditions, especially they should try to avoid any collision with the virtual characters walking in the environment. The task was described to participants using slides with images and text. First, they trained with the joystick in a dedicated environment. Then, they performed the experimental task 6 times before we began recording data. At the end of the experiment, participants filled a questionnaire to report their feedback.

Conditions We fixed the virtual group radius to 3m. We reuse two factors (interpersonal distance and group relative movement) from the PME experiment. We introduced a new factor in this experiment on factors (interpersonal distance and group relative movement) from the visual appearance. Factors are illustrated in figure 4. We considered the following conditions:

- Interpersonal Distance: the distances between characters in groups were: \{1.1, 1.4, 1.7, 2.1, 2.3\}m. With a group of 3m radius, 1.1 and 2.3 corresponds to situations where PME has a well defined optimized strategy while 1.4, 1.7 and 2 are distances from the inconclusive zone.

- Group relative movement: participants interacted with groups coming from the front (Collinear motion), or from the left or the right (Orthogonal motion). We did not distinguish the left and right conditions in our analysis. There were as many repetitions from the front as from the left plus the right.

- Appearance of the group: we used various 3D shapes and textures for virtual characters. We studied groups made of ordinary people, zombies, and soldiers. They were all animated by a single walking cycle and soldiers had a synchronized walk.

In this study, we selected only one condition of group radius to avoid a huge number of repetitions for participants. The relative position of characters in the group was computed according to a homogeneous Poisson distribution.

Plan There were 4 repetitions for each condition, i.e., 120 trials in total. They were presented in a randomized order. We recorded the trajectories performed by participants in the virtual environment.

Analysis Dependent variables were the percentages of trials for which real humans went around or through the group of virtual walkers. Each dependent variable was analyzed into separate 3-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on the following factors: interpersonal distance, character appearance and group relative movement. Greenhouse-Geisser adjustments to the degrees of freedom were applied when appropriate, to avoid any violation of the sphericity assumption. The effect size was computed using partial eta squared (\(\eta^2\)). When appropriate, Bonferroni post-hoc tests were used to further analyze significant effects between conditions. We also compared going around and going through strategies using Wilcoxon signed-rank test to evaluate the preferred strategy across participants.

4.3 Results

Figure 6 illustrates all the trajectories performed in the virtual environment by the participants, going towards the gate while avoiding collisions with a group of walkers. Virtual trajectories are grouped by conditions of interpersonal distances, relative motion, and appearance. Trajectories are plotted relatively to the moving group position to easily distinguish going through from going around paths. From these trajectories, we can already notice a switch in strategy from 1.1m interpersonal distance to 2.3m which corroborates the PME results. There are visually no real differences between collinear or orthogonal relative movement or among the different appearances.

The quantitative results concerning the decisions made to go around or through the group during the interactions are summarized in figure 7. Results showed that users performed more going around trajectories when the direction of the group motion was orthogonal to their own motion (54.1% of going around) than when it was collinear (44.2% of going around) (\(F(1, 12) = 7.33, p < 0.02, \eta^2 = 0.38\)). Participants also avoided groups of soldiers (54.4%) using more going
around decisions than for zombies, and ordinary people (respectively 49% and 44%, \( F(1.3, 15.5) = 8.22, p < 0.01, \eta^2_p = 0.41 \)). Note that the difference between zombies and ordinary people is not significant. Finally, interpersonal distance had an effect on the user decisions (\( F(1.8, 21.5) = 26.46, p < 0.0001, \eta^2_p = 0.69 \)). The percentage of going around trajectories w.r.t. distance was: 85.2% for 1m, 66.9% for 1.4m, 48.7% for 1.7m, 25% for 2m, and 19.9% for 2.3m. The behavior was not significantly different between 1.1m and 1.4m nor between 1.4m and 1.7m.

4.4 Discussion
As a main result to this experiment, we corroborate the strategies predicted by the PME is representative of the observed users’ behavior. On average, whatever the other factors values, sparse groups are traversed by users in large proportions, and conversely, dense groups are avoided as a whole.

Subjects operate a smooth transition between those extreme groups density. Figure 8 gives a parallel view on the results of our 2 studies, where we can see similar trends with the best strategy switching from going around to going through when the interpersonal distance grow bigger. On average, strategies are equally set when the group interpersonal distance is 1.7m. This situations as well as the surrounding ones (1.4m and 2m) belong to the inconclusive set of situations according to the PME.

Fig. 7. Proportion between going around and going through decisions per distance, over all trials.

For intermediary density values, we revealed the importance of relative motion: effect is more important than what is predicted by the PME study. We believe that, even if situations are similar on the energetic point of view, the situation is visually very different for users. The difference in the group motion perception may explain this difference in the avoidance decisions set by users. Out of inconclusive conditions, when the difference of energy consumption is significant (according to the PME study), the difference concerning the relative proportion in users’ decisions is very clear (order of magnitude 80 vs. 20 % for extreme conditions of interpersonal distances).

Individual preferences were not a studied factor. Nevertheless, figure 9 shows a variability in decision amongst participants. Such variation amongst people is common [6, 12] and is even stronger between culture [29, 2].

Fig. 8. Decisions to go through or around amongst the participants and the energy spent in the same condition. For comparison purposes, we only consider decisions for ordinary group.

For intermediary density values, we revealed the importance of relative motion: effect is more important than what is predicted by the PME study. We believe that, even if situations are similar on the energetic point of view, the situation is visually very different for users. The difference in the group motion perception may explain this difference in the avoidance decisions set by users. Out of inconclusive conditions, when the difference of energy consumption is significant (according to the PME study), the difference concerning the relative proportion in users’ decisions is very clear (order of magnitude 80 vs. 20 % for extreme conditions of interpersonal distances).

Individual preferences were not a studied factor. Nevertheless, figure 9 shows a variability in decision amongst participants. Such variation amongst people is common [6, 12] and is even stronger between culture [29, 2].

Fig. 9. Proportion between going around and going through decisions per participant, over all trials.

As expected, we could influence the strategy set by users by playing on the visual appearance of groups. The result is clear for groups of soldiers, where a tendency to go around more often is observed. However, we did not obtain expected reactions to groups of zombies: they did not have any effect on participants in comparison with ordinary people. Zombies are not real, which might have hindered the participants’ capacity to experience it as a real situation.

Finally, trajectories can also be a bias as the input device (a joystick in our experiment) is far from the actual walking action. This bias has been studied by [5]. But in our experiment we analyze the decision made using not the trajectory shape. Such a decision is mainly based on perception and is done pretty soon during the avoidance which should minimize the bias.

5 APPLICATIONS
Sections 3 and 4 provide us theoretical and experimental results on individual strategies and decisions to avoid a group of walkers. Based on these results, we propose an algorithm for group avoidance decision that selects the strategy that best fits the human one. This section presents the algorithm as well as an example of integration to the RVO2 model ([3]).

5.1 Decision algorithm: Around or through the group?
The PME study has delimited three zones where the best strategy is well defined. The first zone concerns very small groups, below 2m radius, that are so small that going around is always a good strategy. For the groups that are bigger, there is a zone with interpersonal distance below 1.35m where going around is better and a zone with interpersonal distance above 2.05m where going through is better. Between these two zones, the user case study has shown that the decision rate goes from a majority of people going around the group to a majority of people going through the group between 1.1m and 2.3m interpersonal distance. Figure 7 show that this evolution is linear and the user case study has highlighted personal preferences as a reason for this linear evolution. Moreover, the group’s appearance and the relative movement have both demonstrated some influence over this decision.

From these results, we developed the algorithm 1. This algorithm takes as input both an agent and a group and returns a Boolean answering the question whether the agent should cross the group or go
The highest effect from group appearance, and C\_1 meters of RVO2 which defined how soon an agent should avoid other trajectory. To consider this point, we adjusted the timeHorizon parameter.

To improve the trajectories performed to avoid a group (by going around as hinted by the PME study. Otherwise, a specific threshold is computed according to the agent own preference ρ\_a, the group appearance score G\_w and the relative motion score G\_θ. Both appearance and relative score measure the effect of these factors on the threshold. For example, a group of soldiers will have the highest effect on the threshold with an appearance score of 1. The relative motion score goes from 0 to 1 with 0 being collinear and 1 being orthogonal. For the three parameters: the personal preference ρ\_a, the appearance maximum effect C\_w, and the relative movement maximum effect C\_θ, we propose default values based on our best guess from our previous results. To represent the variability in decisions between people and the linear progression seen in figure 7, the ρ\_default was set by a uniform distribution from 1.3m to 2.1m. We set C\_w = 0.15m, by considering that soldiers have the highest effect from group appearance, and C\_θ = 0.06m.

Algorithm 1: Function that select a strategy to avoid a specific group for a specific agent

```
input : agentID, groupId
output: true if the agent should cross the group, false otherwise
// test
if groupSize(groupId) < 2 then
    return false;
// Get the personal preference of the agent
ρ\_a ← getAgentThreshold(agentID);
// Get the visual factor of the group
G\_w ← getGroupVisualFactor(groupId);  // G\_w ∈ [0:1]
// Compute the relative movement factor
Dir\_a ← getAgentDirection(agentID);
Dir\_g ← getGroupDirection(groupId);
G\_θ ← 1 − ||Dir\_a.Dir\_g||;  // G\_θ ∈ [0:1]
// Compute threshold and choose strategy
threshold ← ρ\_a + G\_w C\_w + G\_θ C\_θ;
if groupInterDistance(groupId) < threshold then
    return true;
```

Fig. 10. On the left: the situation as it really is, on the right: the situation as it is perceived by the red agent (All the blue agents are seen as one big agent because they are considered as a group while the green ones are too far from each other to be considered as a group).

We prepared 4 situations (20s each) where one single agent walks around as hinted by the PME study. Otherwise, a specific threshold is computed according to the agent own preference ρ\_a, the group appearance score G\_w and the relative motion score G\_θ. Both appearance and relative score measure the effect of these factors on the threshold. For example, a group of soldiers will have the highest effect on the threshold with an appearance score of 1. The relative motion score goes from 0 to 1 with 0 being collinear and 1 being orthogonal. For the three parameters: the personal preference ρ\_a, the appearance maximum effect C\_w, and the relative movement maximum effect C\_θ, we propose default values based on our best guess from our previous results. To represent the variability in decisions between people and the linear progression seen in figure 7, the ρ\_default was set by a uniform distribution from 1.3m to 2.1m. We set C\_w = 0.15m, by considering that soldiers have the highest effect from group appearance, and C\_θ = 0.06m.

5.2 Integration in RVO2

The algorithm we proposed determines individual decisions to avoid a group of walkers depending on several factors. It appeared to be easy to combine it with existing crowd simulation models to adapt their avoidance behavior to groups. To prove the feasibility of such an adaptation, we proposed to combine our decision algorithm with RVO2 model. This model deals with local interactions and was not designed to consider groups as a whole. The objective here was then to define in the simulation which agents should be merged into a group to be avoided by going around it. The first adaptation was to include their avoidance behavior to groups. To prove the feasibility of such an adaptation after its combination with our decision algorithm is illustrated on figure 11. On the left, the purple agent goes through the group, only considering local interactions. After combining RVO2 with the decision algorithm (on the right), the purple agent avoids all the red agents as part of a whole group instead of trying to go through it.

5.3 User-study evaluation

We integrated our decision algorithm in RVO2 simulation model. The objective of this study is to check if our decision algorithm is able to improve the visual quality of crowd simulation results. To this end, we proposed a subjective evaluation based on a perceptual user study: we asked some participants to compare simulation results from RVO2 only with ones from RVO2 extended with our algorithm. 10 male participants volunteered for this experiment. They were 28.3 (±4.7) years old (range: 24 to 40). They were naive with respect to the purpose of the experiment. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They gave written and informed consent and the study conformed to the declaration of Helsinki.

We prepared 4 situations (20s each) where one single agent walks counter flow in front of a crowd of walking people. This crowd was made up of individuals and groups of various densities. For each situation, agent motion was simulated both with RVO2 and with RVO2 combined with the decision algorithm, creating 2 video stimuli. Participants were seated in front of a desk (cf. figure 12). Stimuli were dis-
played on a 24inches screen. Participants were asked to observe successively the 2 video stimuli and to evaluate which one compiles the most with the decision they would have made as a single walker avoiding other people in the same conditions. The 2 video were made from a third person view point to give participants a good view of the situation as the computer screen limits greatly the field of view of a first person view point. In total, they repeated this task 20 times (4 situations*5 repetitions). Stimuli were presented in a randomized order. We compared the percentage of answers supporting RVO2 with respect to the percentage of answers supporting RVO2 combined with the decision algorithm using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Results showed that RVO2 combined with the decision algorithm was perceived as more compliant with decisions a human would have used to avoid people than RVO2 alone (RVO2+Decision algorithm= 77.5% ± 17.36, RVO2= 22.5% ± 17.36, Z = 2.66, p < 0.01). The participants were asked which criteria they used to choose between the two video stimuli. Some answers are transcribed below; globally people chose what seems to be the most natural motion for them. Trying to go through a dense group is the main reason that breaks the naturalness of the motion, according to the commentary 3 below, splitting small group is worse than having weird trajectories.

1. I chose according to what the path I would have selected for my own motion.
2. Avoiding most of dense crowds seems more natural.
3. Splitting small groups is a deal-breaker (happened in some cases where trajectories were actually better than other solution)
4. My criteria would change according to the density (homogeneous or heterogeneous). In homogeneous density, the behavior “I go directly toward the goal” seems more realistic as there were no visible group to break. In heterogeneous density, I preferred the other behavior that seems to preserve the groups from the other agents.

This result is promising and shows that including our decision algorithm to existing crowd simulator will improve their level of realism. The commentary 4 highlighted a difference for homogeneous and heterogeneous density. In higher density situation, people get closer to each other leading to smaller personal space and less visible groups. It is fair to say that this could greatly influence the group avoidance strategy. The experiment done in this paper was done with no other agent then the group members to be able to consider only the interaction with the group. But experiments in high density are also needed to check how the environment around the groups influences this group avoiding behaviors. Beyond that, our perception study shows that spectators perceive improvements on simulation results, and find them more natural. Some people find that the reaction facing a group can be even more important than the avoidance trajectory itself for realism. This demonstrates the need for improving the ability of crowd simulators to deal with more complex situations of interactions.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we study interaction between individuals and groups; we focus on strategies set by individuals to go through or around a group of people. We extend the use of the Principle of Minimum Energy from choosing local speed variation to selecting global avoidance strategy. We confirm the influence of the energy factor, in this specific situation, and complete its results with an experiment where real individuals were interacting with different groups. We also highlight, with the experiment, two secondary factors that influence the chosen strategy: the relative motion and the visual aspect of the group. We propose an algorithm to simulate realistic avoidance strategies between individuals or groups. We also integrate our results in an existing crowd simulator and demonstrate that spectators can perceive some improvement in the crowd animation.

This work opens various perspectives. We propose to use VR as a new method to gather observation on crowd behaviors and local interactions in crowds. We show its strength and how it can help to better understand complex interactions that are hard to study using regular observation gathering methods: only one subject is required to observe behaviors in crowds, we have no technical difficulty with tracking, we can perfectly control complex experimental conditions. Especially, crowd simulation has only considered interactions between individuals for too long, real situations of interactions in crowds are often much more complex. We focused on interactions between individuals and groups. Our results also reveal how humans process and simplify interactions, e.g., by considering a group of many as a whole. We need to continue performing experiments on individual behaviors in crowds: simulators would widely benefit from conclusions about the way people in crowds filter, select and combine the numerous interactions they have. We expect large improvement of microscopic crowd simulation algorithm in the near future thanks to next iteration of experiments to come based on our VR-based experimental facility.
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